
OKONKWO TRAGIC FLAW ESSAY

Free Essay: A character with a tragic flaw is one who consistently makes a particular error in their actions and this
eventually leads to their doom.

Classic characters, like Odysseus and Oedipus for instance, exemplify the excess of some positive character
trait, like pride or honesty, which ironically leads to their personal misfortune Achebe sought to correct
European writers who were misrepresenting Africans and life in Nigeria. You may think of superheroes, a
significant figure in your life or anyone else who generally brings greatness about the world. In his thirties,
Okonkwo is a leader of the Igbo community of Umuofia. He feels that the changes are destroying the Igbo
culture, changes that require compromise and accommodation â€” two qualities that Okonkwo finds
intolerable. When his own village clan members turn away from him this last time he finally sees everything
he has done wrong and commits suicide. He is driven by fear of failure. The book was written by the name of
Chinua Achebe. The elements of a tragic hero include hamartia. Unoka was thought of as a coward, and
Okonkwo also feared that he would be thought of the same way. Okonkwo had many tragic flaws including
his incredible temper. Essay Topic: Literature , Art Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! This,
in itself, is a culture bound question because it can vary from culture to culture. He has all the traits of a tragic
hero. You may also be interested in the following: okonkwo's downfall How to cite this page Choose cite
format:. Even though he feels inward affection at times, he never portrays affection toward anyone.
Bibliography: Achebe, Chinua. The definition of a tragic hero according to dictionary. Like typical tragic
heroes in other literature, he suffers a terrible death in the end. Things Fall Apart. Okonkwo's motivation to
succeed was driven by fear. Ashamed of his incapable father, Okonkwo felt that anything that resembled
Unoka or anything that his father enjoyed was weak and unnecessary. He beat his wives and his children with
very little provocation. When Okonkwa rashly kills a messenger from the British district office, his clansmen
back away in fear; he realizes that none of them support him and that he can't save his village from the British
colonists. Okonkwo accomplishes and succeeds in many noble and brave tasks but also has some flaws that
lead to his downfall. Okonkwo persisted. In the novel Things Fall Apart written by Chinua Achebe and
Macbeth written by Shakespeare, we meet two prime examples of tragic heros. In the novel Things Fall Apart
Okonkwo is a tragic hero. So in turn, having a failure as a father was just the thing Okonkwo needed to
become successful in his own life.


